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1. You will spend more time on your career than everything except sleep.
2. You will have a much bigger impact on the world in some career than others.
3. We live in a time where there are many pressing issues, and one where one person can make a lot of difference.
   - [Link to talk about how this is the most important century.]
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How this activity works

- I will first talk about how we think you should approach your own career planning problem. (X minutes)
- Then you will spend (X minutes) thinking and planning out your career
- People who get done early could help us cook.
- After dinner, we will go around and share our plans.
- I will share what I came up with to give everyone an idea of what's up.
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1. Identify a cause area
2. Find a career role that addresses a problem in your area
3. Make a plan to get to that role

This is primarily based off of the Career planning program [link] from the Global Challenges Library
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What do we want to achieve today

- We don’t have the time to do all three things well.
- My hope is that everyone would
  1. Become familiar and comfortable with this framework of career planning/thinking
  2. Have a real plan with actual actionable items that you can draw from in the following weeks and months.
  3. Present slides to everyone and share the resources you’ve found!
Outline of the next 75ish minutes

- 10-20 mins: Find a cause area to focus on
- 10-20 mins: Find some type of role that you’re interested in
- 35-50 mins: Examine concrete steps you can take in the coming days and weeks to learn more about this job and how you can be prepared for it.
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- Why should you run through this whole exercise instead of focusing on finding the cause area that best fit you?
- Pursuing any career gives you transferable skills, and being hesitant about what to do doesn’t.
- A part of the goal is to introduce people to this type of thinking so practicing a run-through is useful.
- If you feel really unsure, it’s OK to have your action plan at the end to include stuff on future research—**It’s important that this exercise is useful for you!**
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More on depth-first search:

- I basically started role-playing as a perspective econ PhD enjoyer starting my second semester.
- Learned lots of data science skills on the way. Enjoyed the courses that I took.
- Part of the reason I chose to prepare for grad school is because of how transferable the skills are to other jobs and tasks.
- Now I’m going to work this hybrid industry-academic job at Walmart, which also gives me plenty of flexibility in terms of where I want to go next.
- Being successful in one area helps you everywhere. Indecision doesn’t help at all.
Reminder of the three steps.

- 10-20 mins: Find a cause area to focus on
- 10-20 mins: Find some type of role that you’re interested in
- 35-50 mins: Examine concrete steps you can take in the coming days and weeks to learn more about this job and how you can be prepared for it.
  - More info on this type of activity can be found on the Global Challenges Project Site
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- List of 80,000’s cause areas [link]
- There really is no better resource, this is the place to look things up.
- It is important to consider *personal fit* when it comes to cause areas. You’re not going to do a good job at something you don’t like.
Searching for the right role/Getting the right skillset

- Again, going into the right 80,000 cause area page will give you the best start.

---

Wait, it's all 80k?

Me, after spending a bunch of time looking at everything

Always have been
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- Centralized resources page [link]. Feel free to add to it if you find interesting stuff! These are mostly sources that aren’t directly linked from the 80k (e.g., more technical stuff on AI alignment, some stuff on alternative proteins, X-risks, and my own page on Econ PhD related resources.)

- Picking some cause area/role by random and explore it and see where it takes you

- If you’re really stuck, head to the 80k job board [link] and see what appeals to you, then work backwards from there.
  - Would prefer you guys to think about careers through this framework of cause areas, but the number one goal of this session is to be useful. So if that’s not really working out for you, feel free to try something else!
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What should your final presentation look like?

- I want you to set out achievable tasks for yourself.
- If they are not achievable they are not useful.
- I would like people to share their thought process
  - Why did you end up picking a specific area?
  - What resources did you find along the way that was most helpful?
- Remember: These are as much for your peers as they are for you! Maybe someone will see your presentation and find it useful and adopt their career accordingly.
Cause Area: Existential Risk/Nuclear conflict/Great Power Conflicts/Civilisation resilience
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I am a human survival enjoyer.

Growing up, my favorite movie was 2012, and my favorite book series was the *Threebody Problem*.

Both dealt with existential risk.

Both are about having backups in case of catastrophe, and I just find that to be sexy.
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Interesting stuff found: ALLFED

- Carl Shulman: And then [X-risk from asteroids] was bolstered by a lot of political attention that Hollywood helped with. So there were several films — Deep Impact and Armageddon were two of the more influential — that helped to draw the thing more into the popular culture. [link]
- I read through a lot of nuclear related policy stuff and browsed the jobs available on 80k that has a nuclear tag on them, but they did not seem very appealing.
- I don’t think nuclear policy has that much of an impact, and actual military roles all require clearance.
- I found this that was super helpful: Interview with ALLFED [link], an organization that studies how to feed people in disasters.
- There are also this EA forum post from a guy that donated to ALLFED [link]
- And here are all of the EA forum posts on the org [link]
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- Begin following military related academic journals/sources on Twitter
- (Already done) Followed ALLFED on twitter and signed up for their newsletter.
- (Already done) Bought the book Feeding Everyone No Matter What: Managing Food Security After Global Catastrophe
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Mid-term to-dos

- Look for people working on backups in existential risk scenarios at EAGxBerkeley
  - By backups, I mean stuff preparing us for after the apocalypse.
- Run an existential risk reading group winter/spring term for the club.
- Maybe start volunteering part-time for ALLFED starting J-term/spring through their form here [link]. Emailing them would also tell me about what topics I could study to contribute more to this topic.
- Maybe start learning about at alternative protein sources from Global food institute.
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- Your presentation may look very different!
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- I think I spent about 75ish minutes on my presentation.
- Your presentation may look very different!
- In the end, I want everyone to send me their slides and then we can make a single google drive with all of your ideas as resources for each other.
How I got here
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I first read through the highlights of this podcast [link] It was pretty comprehensive.

I then sort of zoomed in on nuclear security guide on 80k [link].

I also checked out the job board filtered to only pull up nuclear stuff[link]. Looked at ANSER but can’t get clearance.

Eventually found ALLFED and that was really cool and something that I could see myself doing part-time in the future.